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Featured Application: Facilitate the optimization of relevant KPIs to increase the long-term sustainability of manufacturing organizations thanks to a novel model for the integration of improvement strategies and Industry 4.0 related technologies, and for an optimized sequence model for Industry 4.0 technologies, the GUVEI-Model, as well as for the dynamic evaluation for defining optimization alternatives aligned with organizational targets.

Abstract: Many improvement techniques, methods, and technologies have been the driver of the development of supply chain systems. However, many managers and companies are focused only on new technologies without considering a comprehensive evaluation, and therefore lacking a real need and purpose. As a result, practitioners are often confused with regard of how to integrate improvement strategies and new technologies, as well as how to evaluate their convenience. Thus, this research aims to develop a model for the assessment for each manufacturing capability. This assessment aims to enable a continuous business transformation aligned with organizational goals; thus, a dynamic maturity assessment is chosen. Based on this, the study seeks to provide an integration model for relevant improvement strategies and new technologies that can be applied to any organization. As a result, the paper develops a sequence model, the GUVEI-Model, for the application of Industry 4.0 related technologies for continuous improvement in five different clusters. Furthermore, the research develops an evaluation scheme of optimization alternatives. Based on this conceptual development, a simulation model is built for specific use cases, such as additive manufacturing or virtual reality. The results show how the use cases along the GUVEI-Model application improve relevant indicators significantly, with the first two steps, obtaining and using data, acting as enablers of the three subsequent optimization steps that allow the virtualization, expansion, and improvement of capabilities and a higher impact on the target indicators than the first two steps. Finally, a discussion is presented about the utility of digital twin models for dynamic maturity level assessment and for simulating project improvement impacts before, during, and after their implementation.
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1. Introduction

Industrial productivity growth has always been influenced by the increasing capabilities of technologies. Now, the fourth industrial revolution is emerging, although it has not yet been fully implemented [1]. Some name it the fourth industrial revolution;
others, the third industrial revolution; and some people refer to it as the second machine age [2]. The term I4.0 refers to a technology-oriented production paradigm that connects cyber and physical environments based on automation. The integration of I4.0 technologies is expected to imply significant improvements [3]. Moreover, this new industrial stage demands a socio-technical evolution of the human role in production systems, in which all working activities of the value chain will be performed with smart approaches and grounded in information and communication technologies (ICTs) [4].

Nowadays, global competition is becoming more and more intense and new technological advancements are being developed constantly. Thus, towards meeting market requirements effectively, organizations must improve their overall operational performance continuously. In order to achieve this goal, a wide range of methodologies are available, including, among others, lean manufacturing (LM), lean Six Sigma (LSS), quick response manufacturing (QRM) and theory of constraints (TOC), which appear to be amongst the most popular methods across the academic literature [5]. In this context, integrating both the spheres of lean manufacturing, and other improvement strategies and Industry 4.0 is an important research field to be extensively explored [6].

Several studies have studied the compatibility and integration of Industry 4.0 and lean manufacturing within an organization [7]. Contrary to popular belief, lean production does not exclude automation. In the 1960s, Ono claimed that process should be automatized and supervised by employees, the principle autonomation. This corresponds to Industry 4.0, by which humans—supported by innovative technology—take the same role [8].

In this context, one needs to consider that current manufacturing has not achieved Industry 4.0 level, although many researchers and companies are working on this topic [9]. However, there is still a long way to go to improve manufacturing up to the required level [10]. The introduction of Industry 4.0 technologies will enable manufacturers to cope with increasing product variety and global competition. However, adapting to it rapidly and frequently is a challenging task [11]. Furthermore, although IT is already at the heart of manufacturing, and technological innovations, such as sensors, actuators, and computerized automation, have been used by manufacturing companies for decades, there has been limited benefits provided by them. In other words, the full potential of these technologies has not been realized [12]. As a result, Industry 4.0 is increasingly being explored by academics, researchers, practitioners, and other relevant stakeholders. As a result, there are great expectations in both the research and business communities that such technologies will permeate into manufacturing supply chains and the service sector [13].

The concept of Industry 4.0 remains strongly linked to technologies and frameworks researched and analyzed in the last decades. In particular, Industry 4.0 can be seen as a smart recombination of existing technologies and some new technologies and their application to the manufacturing environment [14], with some authors claiming that it is based on a rebirth of Computer Integrated Manufacturing [8,14].

Previous academic research and white papers have summarized the main technologies related to Industry 4.0, however, these do not address how the companies providing or implementing manufacturing technologies are adapting themselves to implement and offer Industry 4.0 solutions [15]. The Industry 4.0 concept has a very complex technology architecture in terms of its manufacturing systems. Therefore, the effective implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is still a subject of research [4]. In this situation, maturity models for Industry 4.0 aim to determine which capabilities a manufacturing organization needs to acquire in order to successfully introduce Industry 4.0 in a standardized way [16]. Some prior works have proposed maturity models for the implementation of these technologies, while other works have studied the impact of these technologies on industrial performance. However, there is a lack of studies providing empirical evidence about the way these technologies are adopted in manufacturing companies [4]. In this context, several maturity models have emerged to provide recommendation for the future implementation of Industry 4.0 related technologies, techniques and methods. Thus, an organization can determine improvement potentials based on the maturity level results [17]. In this line,
Lu and Weng (2018) propose a smart manufacturing key technology architecture [18]. Zeller et al. (2018) provide a development path based on computerization, connectivity, digital visibility, transparency, and predictive capabilities enabling the simulation of different future scenarios [19]. Moreover, Lee et al. (2014) propose a model with a 5-level CPS structure, providing a step-by-step guideline for developing and deploying a CPS for manufacturing application [20].

Therefore, many companies face the challenge of assessing the diversity of developments and concepts summarized under the term Industry 4.0 and developing their own corporate strategies [16]. The integration of the Industry 4.0 concept into a company’s manufacturing line encompasses a wide range of technologies, from specific production improvements (such as collaborative robots) to applications that connect different companies of the supply chain (like cloud computing) [15]. Since Industry 4.0 is still in the initial stages of its development, it is essential to clearly define the structure and methodology of implementation guidelines for Industry 4.0 specifically. Therefore, there is a fundamental need to assist organizations in their business transformation process to the Industry 4.0 environment and to guide them for improving their capabilities [16]. From a socio-technical perspective, it is acknowledged that the adoption of the emerging technologies of the Industry 4.0 need at least three complementary socio-technical dimensions: organization of work, human factors and external environment [21].

For implementing Industry 4.0 in a standardized way, one of the biggest challenges is how to turn data into valuable information that will facilitate decision making and how Industry 4.0 can be operationalized in manufacturing. With this goal, systems theory appears as a formal way to analyze this challenge as it is, mainly, focused on the interaction between the main components of the system, and considers organizations as whole and integrative entities [12]. Moreover, there is a need for research in terms of the analysis of the return on investment (ROI) of advanced technological innovations of Industry 4.0 in organizations [12]. The definition of a proper strategy to implement I4.0 technologies, and the opportunities in business models are two major trends that need to be further explored in new studies [15]. Furthermore, there is also a need to study the effect of Industry 4.0 related technologies on industrial performance; although there are studies at the industry-level, there is still a need to study how these technologies impact on industrial performance at the firm level [4].

Based on the literature, the main research gaps can be summarized as follows:

1. Integration models of improvement strategies and Industry 4.0 technologies [7,16];
2. Models and sequences for the successful implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies within manufacturing organizations [4,15,16];
3. Models for maturity assessment to standardize the introduction of Industry 4.0 technologies including the impact assessment after their implementation [4,16];
4. Models for the evaluation of optimization alternatives under Industry 4.0 environments [4,12,16];
5. Quantification models for specific use case evaluation under Industry 4.0 environments [4,12].

Based on the above-mentioned research gaps, as well as taking into account that some of these gaps have been analyzed for decades [12], the research that is to be performed acquires greater relevance and significance. Thus, the aim of the study is to tackle these challenges with a unique approach ranging from the generic perspective of the strategic integration of various methodological and technological optimizations to specific use cases through a model for continuous business transformation based on the current functional maturity level of the manufacturing organization.

Currently due to the advent of the Industry 4.0 concept and digitizing initiatives, many managers and companies act as “technology fans”, forgetting any other strategies and methods and focusing only on developing and implementing new technologies. As a result, they have initiated and implemented Industry 4.0 related technological projects without considering a “360” evaluation, therefore lacking a real need and purpose and
not contributing more than the implementation of a “interesting technological gadget or system” and incurring a waste of different company resources, such as time, money, etc. Thus, the research aims to develop a model for the assessment attending to real organizational needs and based on the main areas and factors for each manufacturing function, as well as on market that enables continuous business transformation that are aligned with the required current and future manufacturing organizational capabilities. Furthermore, the conceptual model provides also a description of production areas and factors to be assessed to determine the current maturity level of organizational capabilities.

Even with a business transformation model and areas and factors to identify capability gaps, practitioners are often confused with regard of how to integrate improvement strategies and new technologies, as well as how to evaluate their convenience. This is why the present paper seeks to provide an integration model for relevant improvement strategies and new Industry 4.0 technologies that can be applied to any organization. Moreover, the paper develops a sequence for continuous improvement in five different clusters. Both the integration model and the five clusters of Industry 4.0 technologies represent novel approaches that serve as a guide for developing optimization roadmaps. Furthermore, the research develops an evaluation scheme for new initiatives within manufacturing organizations. In addition, a simulation model is built for the application of the conceptual model for specific use cases, such as additive manufacturing or virtual reality, providing a methodology for the assessment of Industry 4.0 related technologies in a quantitative way. Furthermore, knowing the impacts of Industry 4.0 technologies implementation on target indicators helps to provide fundamental information to decide on future projects to include in strategic company roadmaps. Finally, a discussion about digital twin future applications for project evaluations with a dynamic maturity assessment is presented.

2. Methodology, Fundamentals, and Materials

2.1. Methodology

In this paper, the methodological approach is as follows:

1. Literature research on:
   (a) Organizational areas of manufacturing companies and current challenges in organizational assessments based on maturity level models.
   (b) Identification of optimization alternatives in Industry 4.0 environments.

2. Development of the conceptual model for the continuous improvement of manufacturing organizations to achieve their organizational goals.

3. Description of production areas and factors for the design, monitoring, and assessment of manufacturing organizations.

4. Derive how the optimization alternatives, which in this research are relevant improvement strategies and new technologies within Industry 4.0 environments, can be integrated into a model with different recommended sequential steps. Additionally, determine how the different Industry 4.0 related technologies can be implemented for the optimization of the production system.

5. Development of an evaluation scheme for new optimization alternatives which can serve as a framework for optimal decision-making when selecting appropriate concepts, techniques and steps for new improvement project initiatives.

6. Design of simulation models for modelling and assessing the different steps of the sequence model for Industry 4.0 related technologies.

7. Discussion of how to apply the conceptual and simulation models for developing digital twin models for dynamic maturity assessments providing insights on the impacts of Industry 4.0 related technologies implementation projects.

8. Critical reflection of the research performed, and outlook of potential future research based on the paper.
Cooperation between research partners and the chosen methodological approach was achieved through a combination of a literature review, generic conceptual development, and simulation techniques in specific use cases.

2.2. Organizational Areas and Maturity Models

Organizational functions, as described from Porter, can be divided into primary and support functions, which are activities that describe the value chain of an organization that are related to its competitive strength. Primary activities are directly concerned with the creation or delivery of a product or service. They can be grouped into five main areas: inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, and service. Primary activities are linked to support activities which help to improve their effectiveness or efficiency. There are four main support activities: procurement, technology development, human resource management, and infrastructure [22].

In the organization context, the notion of maturity is used to define, assess and form a guideline and a basis for evaluating the progress in business (i.e., the maturity of process or a technology). As the degree of maturity becomes higher, better progress is achieved in different aspects that contribute to the maturation of the entity [16]. To measure the degree of progress and advancement, maturity models were developed. Usually applied to new technologies, their goal is to provide insight into continuous process improvement and status quo analysis. As a whole, the maturity model describes an anticipated, desired or typical development trajectory [17]. There are various well-accepted generic software process capability/maturity models (SPCMMs), as well as models based on the ISO/IEC 15504 in providing a common baseline for capability assessment, and to report the assessment outcome by employing a common measurement scale [16]. Schuh et al. [23] have developed a maturity model of organizational structure that can be used to manage the digital transformation of companies in the context of industry 4.0. Having highly skilled workforces with a high degree of individual responsibility in a dynamic environment, collaborating within the entire value network, is of great importance [24]. A common procedure to methodically support the implementation of Industry 4.0 has not yet been established throughout the industry and, hence, maturity models are not notably common as well. Moreover, procedure models are generally applied, which mostly lack a specific assessment or measurement, as well as a goal-oriented model [17]. Maturity models or frameworks aim to assist organizations by providing comprehensive guidance for roadmap definition [16]. Industry 4.0 investments should be carried out using an integrative approach that usually involves a roadmap, which is an overall plan for the deployment of new technologies, containing organizational change, that explains the main phases that needs to be taken. This digital transformation roadmap is unique for every manufacturing company and requires the involvement of all organizational levels and decision makers [25].

2.3. Optimization Alternatives: Improvement Strategies and New Technologies

Nowadays, there is significant pressure on organizations to improve customer satisfaction and quality levels, and at the same time to decrease ineffectiveness and reduce the number of errors. Organizations need to gain and retain customers, as they are the key elements that drive the economy. There are many different conceptions, methods and tools that may be used to maintain a good quality level and help in the continuous development of a company [26]. For this purpose, and as a result of more than 60 years of the study of production systems, Toyota has developed a range of methodologies and tools that have been tested around the world by companies of all sizes and sectors, obtaining huge improvements in all of their processes and equally significant reductions in production costs [27]. From this development, other strategies have added conceptual and practical frameworks in order to achieve strategic improvement. Some of the most relevant strategies are presented below:

- Lean manufacturing (LM): Lean manufacturing arose from the Toyota Production System and is described as manufacturing without waste [28].
• Six Sigma (SS): After the inception of TQM in the early 1980s, Six Sigma emerged as an element of TQM that could be seen as the current state of evolution in quality management. Six Sigma is a strategy that helps to identify and eliminate the defects which lead to customer dissatisfaction in tire industries [29].
• Theory of constraints (TOC): Goldratt (1990) declares that “any system in reality must have at least one constraint”. In the case of chains, the strength of the whole chain equals the strength of the weakest link. Similarly, in the case of organizations’ performance, the final throughput of a company is limited by the resource with the lowest capacity [5].
• Quick response manufacturing (QRM): Based on time-based competition (TBC), QRM is a companywide strategy in which the main focus is to reduce the lead time [28].
• Agile manufacturing (AM): Agile manufacturing is a responsive manufacturing strategy with the goal to survive in continuously and unpredictably changing environments as it focuses on fast response throughout the supply chain to mitigate the effects of variability [30].

Groten and Gallego-García (2021) developed a systematic improvement model for the integration of relevant improvement strategies for the design and optimization of manufacturing organizations [31]. This model considers the most relevant strategies described before and it is used as basic framework to study the integration of improvement strategies and the Industry 4.0 related technologies studied in this research paper. Moreover, a survey of 200 manufacturing companies demonstrates how lean strategy is also pursued together with the implementing of Industry 4.0 solutions, although this study also showed how managers are concerned with making new technologies compatible with the dynamism of lean environments [32].

Industry 4.0 consists of several vaguely defined and partly overlapping technologies [33]. Both lean production and Industry 4.0 favor decentralized structures over large, complex machines and both aim for small modules with a low level of complexity [8]. As described in the previous chapter, the integration of Industry 4.0 solutions matches lean philosophy and the mentioned examples proved feasibility. Industry 4.0 can be integrated in lean production and, beyond that, can improve lean production with increased integration of ICT. Applying Industry 4.0 to established lean production could lower the risks of integration due to existing advice for organizational integration. Additionally, production processes in lean production are, in comparison to other kinds of organizations, more standardized, more transparent and reduced to essential work. As a result, they are less complex and support the installation of Industry 4.0 solutions [8]. Companies indicate standardization as a highly important precondition. Standardized systems, platforms, processes, and interfaces comprise the crucial infrastructure for easier implementation of Industry 4.0 [34]. Industry 4.0 targets the implementation of interconnecting, smart, and self-controlled structures of processes and systems [16].

For the successful implementation of Industry 4.0 transformation, three core and nine fundamental technologies are required to be part of the entire system [35]. For these technologies, the capabilities that they provide are analyzed for each of them: adaptive robotics, CPS, additive manufacturing, cloud technologies, virtualization technologies (virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)), simulation, data analytics and artificial intelligence (AI), communication and networking, real time location systems (RTLS) and radio-frequency identification (RFID), cyber-security, sensors and actuators, and mobile technologies [36]. For the research performed, this model, with twelve Industry 4.0 technologies and their related capabilities [36], is selected as basic framework for the integration in the conceptual model. In this context, recent findings of the literature have shown that the industry varies in the benefits expected by those technologies for industrial performance which indicates that companies should think systemically about the implementation of such technologies in order to achieve a higher maturity level of Industry 4.0 [4].
2.4. Materials

The following sources, methods and tools were used to perform the research:

- Literature review: It is based on the search of articles, books, conference papers, etc., for the following keywords: “Capability Maturity Model”; “Industry 4.0 Maturity Model”; “Dynamic Maturity Model Assessment”; “Improvement Strategies”; “Industry 4.0 technologies”; “Integration of Lean and Industry 4.0”; “Integration of improvement strategies and Industry 4.0”; “Implementation sequence of Industry 4.0 technologies”; and “Evaluation Scheme for Industry 4.0 technologies”.

- System Dynamics: System dynamics is a computer-guided approach for studying, managing and solving complex feedback problems with a focus on policy analysis and design [37].

- Simulation and Vensim Software: Simulation is the only practical way to test models because our mental models are dynamically deficient, omitting feedback, time delays, accumulations and nonlinearities [38]. For all of these reasons, simulation is used to reproduce the conceptual model and to validate the initial hypotheses. In the market, there are different software packages that enable system dynamics modeling, such as: AnyLogic, DYNAMO, iTHINK, POWERSIM, STELLA and VENSIM [39]. From these, VENSIM simulation software was selected for the research.

3. Conceptual Model Development

3.1. Model for Continuous Business Transformation Aligned with Current and Future Manufacturing Organisational Goals

A company needs to change in a continuous way in order to be viable over time. For that purpose, the model in Figure 1 is developed. Thus, the model considers the organization-related environment dynamics; the current capability maturity level of the organization, including an evaluation of processes; the organizational structure, including staff qualification and related indicators, systems, available methods, organizational set-up, and systems, as well as the expected company dynamics; the existing optimization alternatives; and a target system of indicators for the evaluation of new initiatives that incur investments, costs, time, space, etc.

Figure 1. Model for continuous business transformation aligned with current and future manufacturing organizational goals (own elaboration).
The model is designed based on the current given capabilities and organizational goals of a manufacturing company. On this basis and with the goal of securing long-term viability, a company needs to define future organizational goals with related future capabilities to face expected market dynamics. However, for developing these future capabilities, a detailed analysis of the organizational structure and related staff and functions, as well as an analysis and process mapping of technical and management processes must be performed. Based on this analysis, the capability level for each area can be determined by applying a defined assessment methodology. Furthermore, to complete the internal analysis of a manufacturing company the historical dynamics, as well as the human factor evolution needs to be considered. In this context, gaps to reach the target capabilities can be at first defined. Moreover, existing and new methods, systems, and technologies need to be analyzed to developed optimization alternatives with improvement strategies and Industry 4.0 technologies. As a result, the different alternatives and future external environment dynamics can be simulated, providing a dynamics assessment of future scenarios to determine when and which improvement project initiatives are to be included in the business transformation roadmap.

3.2. Production Areas and Factors for Maturity Level Evaluation

After having defined the generic conceptual framework, the areas for identifying the gaps and for improving related capabilities needs to be defined. For that reason, the production activities are grouped in eight different modules as can be seen in Figure 2. First the strategic level is to be defined, later the required technical process changes can be derived, as well as the related production factors for performing the ultimate processes. Afterwards, the operative and tactical management levels can be determined, followed by developing a vertical integration within the plant or the production network. Finally, the horizontal integration among supply chain partners is to be assessed, along with the impacts of the action of the production system or network in the related environment:

Figure 2. Production areas for manufacturing assessment (own elaboration).
Later, for a more detailed definition of the capabilities of the manufacturing organization, the tasks and factors associated with each module are described in Figure 3. This shows how an organization can be broken down into eight areas, each of them with relevant factors that have a specific state, on-going projects and activities, and future optimization plans. Therefore, it is key to develop this framework for any manufacturing organization, as it provides the basic understanding of all manufacturing functions, areas, and factors. Based on it, a maturity assessment can be performed and the results regarding which areas are in need for improvement in order to achieve organizational targets can be derived. The areas of the model would be represented in any manufacturing organization while the manufacturing factors depend on the sector, on the technical and management processes, on the organizational state, and on the supply chain partners and other stakeholders:

**Figure 3.** Manufacturing functions assessment model based on areas and factors (own elaboration).

### 3.3. Integration of Improvement Strategies and Industry 4.0 Technologies

After having described the generic process and the areas, tasks and factors where improvements could be required to enhance production capabilities up to the required level, it is the moment to identify first the improvement options, as presented in Section 2.3, as well as to determine how the options can work together in a logical and efficient way to develop a generic model. To integrate the Industry 4.0 related technologies with relevant improvement strategies, a matrix was developed to syndicate when it is recommended to initiate Industry 4.0 projects in relation to the lean optimization steps. As a result, Figure 4 shows that it is recommended to perform the improvement strategy projects before, after or in parallel with Industry 4.0 projects related to new technologies. The technologies used for integration are the fundamental and core Industry 4.0 technologies extracted from the literature [34]. In addition, the integration matrix is built based on the main characteristics of the technologies and of the lean steps.

The matrix should be read as follows in order to understand its logic. How to read the matrix: “It is recommended to perform T1 (Sensors and actuators) projects before analyzing the current state of the production system” as T1 would enable more data to be gathered, and therefore, more information would be available, increasing, as a consequence, the accuracy of the current state of analysis. The following recommendations can be read in Figure 4: before (B), in parallel (P), after (A), before and in parallel (BP), before and after (BA), in parallel and after (PA), before, in parallel and after (BPA):
Figure 4. Integration of improvement strategies and Industry 4.0 technologies (own elaboration).

Based on Figure 4 and the classification of recommendations (B, PA, BP, BPA, PA, A) included in it, clusters can be built. As a result of this clustering, Figure 5 allows us to describe the integration of improvement strategies and Industry 4.0 related technologies in five steps called the “GUVEI-Model”, which stands for the get, use, virtual, expand, improve (GUVEI) model.

Figure 5. GUVEI-Model for Industry 4.0 technologies implementation (own elaboration).

1. Cluster 1—Monitoring and data gathering phase: it consists of sensors and actuators (T1) as well as RFID and RTLS (T2) for the system monitoring enabling, and also works to collect data about products, equipment, staff, tools, etc. This phase is recommended to be implemented before starting the lean optimization process. This cluster makes it possible to have less product, equipment, staff coordination, data quality failures, and less production lead time as it would be easy to find and know the status of any element, as well as less reaction time for maintenance activities as breakdowns would be known in real time.

2. Cluster 2—Make use of data phase: from the data collected, the second phase deals with the transformation of this data into usable information in order to support decision-making activities at the strategic, tactical and operative levels. For this purpose, phase 1 serves as the basis and T8, data analytics and artificial intelligence, serve as means. This step is recommended to be applied as soon as data are available
and therefore it can be tackled in parallel or after the analysis of the current state or in any moment of the lean optimization steps, as soon as reliable data is available.

3. Cluster 3—Applying and sharing information knowledge for specific purposes phase: information from the previous phase can be shared with different locations at any time with cloud technology (T11), with cybersecurity (T12) and also applied for specific purposes. Virtual reality (VR, T6) can be, for example, applied for training and improving manual assembly activities; augmented reality (AR, T6) can be applied for improving maintenance activities on-site; and simulations (T7) can be applied for improving decision-making for various what-if scenarios of the production system. This step is recommended to be applied after the current state has been analyzed and all available data have been gathered. As a result, it could be initiated in parallel or after the lean manufacturing and Six Sigma optimization steps.

4. Cluster 4—Development of end-to-end vertical and horizontal integration phase: with data availability, information based on this data, and already specific applications, a global solution with interactions of suppliers, producers and distributors, as well as with the real-time interaction of all different agents, persons, products, equipment, etc., interacting in the production system can be implemented. For this purpose, cyber-physical-systems (T4) can be developed by building digital twin models of the production system using communication and networking technologies (T10) that can provide real-time information anywhere with mobile devices (T3) and are applied for introducing self-adaptive/optimized robots (T9). This step is recommended to be applied after the lean manufacturing and Six Sigma optimization steps and in parallel or after the application of the TOC.

5. Cluster 5—Make it fast, effective, and with efficiency: it refers to the continuous optimization of the technologies already implemented in the previous clusters, as well as to the improvement of lead times, effectiveness and efficiency with the use of additive manufacturing (T5). This step is recommended to be applied in parallel or after the introduction of QRM and AM.

3.4. Evaluation Scheme for Optimization Alternatives

When an organization has a capability need, different potential improvement options are available. All of them have different effects on the satisfaction level of the capability need. However, the resources needed as well as implementation time and risk need to be considered. In addition, an economic assessment and other impacts are to be considered, as shown in Figure 6:

Figure 6. Scheme for evaluation of optimization alternatives (own elaboration).
4. Simulation of Use Cases

Firstly, the goal of the use cases, the scope and the methodology must be defined. The goal of the simulation study is to design a generic simulation model for the quantification of the evaluation scheme parameters along the GUVEI-Model sequence. For each specific use case, a new simulation model is generated in which the simulation logic is adapted according to the different improvements applied. The scope of the study is:

- Generic simulation model serving as basis for develop specific simulation models. It provides the required complexity level as well as implements the criteria for enabling later comparisons.
- Specific simulation models for a selection of technologies from the ones exposed in Section 3. The scope of these models does not include all of the potentials within the technology cluster, but a specific use case for the technology that will be specified in Section 4.2, where the logic and implications of the models are also to be explained.

The hypotheses of the case studies are:

- Improvement of some indicators with each Industry 4.0 technology use case.
- Some Industry 4.0 case studies may need to assume previous lean activities to be coherent.

For the methodological framework the following steps will be followed:

1. Definition of the objective, scope, hypothesis and methodology, including a general description of target simulation models and scenarios;
2. Definition of the production system: flow and characteristics;
3. Definition of quantitative parameters, key performance indicators (KPIs) to obtain results and compare models;
4. Determination of the interrelationships among variables within the model;
5. Description of the main assumptions for the simplification of the complexity of the model;
6. Creation of the simulation models based on various Industry 4.0 case studies;
7. Validation of the behavior of the simulation models;
8. Determination of scenarios;
9. Simulation and extraction of results;
10. Evaluation of the results and derivation of conclusions.

4.1. Design of the Generic Use Case

This sub-chapter includes the generic description and specifications of the simulation model applied for all use cases. The general framework described in it applies for all specific simulation models.

4.1.1. Structure of the Simulation Use Cases: Production System Flow and Characteristics

Firstly, this sub-chapter describes the general structure of the simulation models that are applied for all simulation models within the simulation use cases. The structure is generated to provide the necessary production system flow and characteristics in order to answer the research question. Thus, as can be seen in Figure 7, the structure considers a production system within a supply chain of suppliers-production system-distributors-retailers/customers serving as a generic framework applicable for any sector. Moreover, the production system consists of technical processes, that is, the execution of the transportation, warehousing and production of finished products, as well as of management processes, systems and organizational structures, from the operational to strategic levels.

As a summary, all models have a set of suppliers, one raw materials warehouse, three production processes, one finished products warehouse, a set of distributors and three retailers serving end-customers each with a certain demand. All simulation models maintain this structure over the simulation period.
4.1.2. Key Performance Indicators

The results are calculated from the simulation for all models to evaluate the response according to the following key performance indicators:

- Cumulated demand (# thous. products);
- Cumulated production (# thous. products): the cumulative sum of all car units produced over the 500 simulated production weeks;
- Ø Availability of the production plant (%);
- Ø Performance at the final production step (# thous. products/week);
- Ø Quality at the final production step with one-way and no loops (%);
- Ø Capacity level (# thous. products);
- Implementation time (time period);
- Labor productivity (products/employee \times week);
- Cumulated stocks (# mill. products);
- Ø Production lead time (# weeks): the number of weeks between the placement of the order and the delivery of the product for its distribution;
- Cumulated service level (%): the quantity of units delivered on time divided by the total number of delivered units;
- Profits (million euros): the result of the multiplication of the number of produced units by the margin that was provided for the type of produced car;
- Cumulated operational costs (million euros): consists of all costs related to the production system operations. It is the sum of procurement, production and distribution costs considering raw materials costs, transportation activities, working capital, labor costs, working shifts, and maintenance costs. The running costs of the project initiative are also included;
- Cumulated investment (million euros): the amount of the investment made to improve the production system. It can be due to the implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies;
- Return on investment (ROI) (million euros): the margin of the products that can be produced thanks to the Industry 4.0 related investment minus the investment value.

4.1.3. Creation of a Generic Simulation Model

After the problem has been defined, modelers must start generating assumptions as well as defining the standard values that define the models. These provide the basis for the model behavior and how the research question arose.

First, assumptions are defined to simplify the model with a focus on the simulation goal:

- Distribution of finished products as given;
- Procurement of raw material as given;
- Each order has a production unit;
• Bill of materials are not considered.

The following assumptions were made related to the points to be fulfilled in order to conduct a comparison between the simulation models for a defined simulation demand scenario:

• The same demand using replication;
• Same number of employees with same initial distribution and same capacity to perform warehouse activities;
• Same production logic for all simulation models;
• The warehouses have no stock capacity limitations;
• There is no transport limitation between the different production stages;
• There are two products, one existing product is in a mature stage with stable demand and provides 10,000 euros/unit of margin. The new model is in the process of being launched and provides 20,000 euros/unit. These values were used to calculate profits. If there is loss in volume, it is assumed that the new model will have the loss in volume due to unknown future demand;
• The simulation model considers sales losses starting from a customer order lead time greater than 60 days;
• A product is a finished product after it leaves the production facility;
• Time restrictions: first, the modeler must define a time horizon and the units of time. It is easy to fulfill that step by asking to what extent the simulation should be considered. In the case of the study, it has been decided to simulate four working years to evaluate influences in the medium and long term.

The system dynamics model consists of five sub-models: the supply chain flow sub-model, the production planning sub-model, the maintenance sub-model, the decision-making sub-model and the evaluation of improvements initiatives sub-model.

4.2. Design of the Simulation Models Based on Various Industry 4.0 Use Cases

For the fourth industrial revolution the same examples are simulated. Each of them refers to one of the clusters of the GUVEI-Model starting from an initial situation.

• Initial situation: the model starts with a supply chain system that has delivery problems. Therefore, there is a capability need, i.e., the production system is not able to supply the needed demand to the market. Causes are unknown and could be multiple, such as low availability level of machines, lack of training of employees, long lead times for procurement of spare parts, lack of supplies on-time, etc.
• Cluster 1 simulation model: from the basis of the initial situation, the use case of the first cluster consists of the implementation of sensors for equipment monitoring. As a result, it is possible to know the bottleneck resources, as well as to incur less reaction times for maintenance activities, as breakdowns would be known in real time.
• Cluster 2 simulation model: this steps consists of the utilization of data provided from sensors about availability, performance and quality to adjust the production planning to develop into reliable planning that can enhance service levels to customer and capacity utilization levels thanks to better forecasting and capacity planning.
• Cluster 3 simulation model: later, with the help of virtual reality, the training and qualification of employees can improve significantly, and problems can be detected earlier. Therefore, this use case will enable a better-quality rate, and a reduction of production times leading, as a result, to higher capacities.
• Cluster 4 simulation model: it consists of the implementation of CPS with mobile devices as well as intelligent AGV (automated guided vehicles) that will improve the availability and reaction times for manufacturing spare parts, as well as for production supplies as agents are interconnected and without delays in communication and decisions.
• Cluster 5 simulation model: finally, the last step consists of applying additive manufacturing to reduce production lead times, procurement lead times for raw materials,
as well as for spare parts, enabling improvement of the capacity level of the plant and the reaction times.

Table 1 shows a review of the described use cases classified according to the technology applied, and, as can be seen, the element of the global production system is improved:

Table 1. Use Cases Definition (own elaboration).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Use Cases Definition</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Standard Global Production System Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Get Data</td>
<td>Equipment Monitoring</td>
<td>Sensors</td>
<td>Quality management and robust processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Use Information</td>
<td>Production Planning</td>
<td>Data Analytics</td>
<td>Logistics and production control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Apply in Specific</td>
<td>Training and Task Optimization</td>
<td>Virtual Reality</td>
<td>Work organization and employee orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expand to Global</td>
<td>Autonomous AGVs</td>
<td>CPS (T4) &amp; Adaptive Robots (T9)</td>
<td>Logistics and production control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Continuous Improvement</td>
<td>Production, Maintenance and Equipment</td>
<td>Additive Manufacturing</td>
<td>Quality management and robust processes, logistics and production control, product and process development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Simulation Models Logic Formulation

The logic applied by the use cases in the simulation model are described in Table 2:

Table 2. Logic Formulation for the Use Cases (own elaboration).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Simulation Models</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Description of Impacts</th>
<th>Impact on KPIs</th>
<th>Implementation Lead Time (Weeks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>Equipment Monitoring</td>
<td>Maintenance Improvement</td>
<td>Plant Availability</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>Production Planning</td>
<td>Capacity Utilization Improvement, Reliable Planning</td>
<td>Service Level</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>Training and Task Optimization</td>
<td>Product and Process Optimization, Quality Improvement, Staff Qualification</td>
<td>Plant Capacity, Lead Times, Quality Rate</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>Autonomous AGVs</td>
<td>Logistics Improvement</td>
<td>Logistics Availability</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>Production, Maintenance and Equipment</td>
<td>Global Supply Chain Times Reduction</td>
<td>Lead Times</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

The results for the low and high demand-scenarios are described in Table 3:

Table 3 shows how the results improved from the initial situation to the implementation of cluster 5, as they are cumulative implementation steps. From the development, availability rates change from almost 50% in the initial situation to more than 90% in cluster 5. Moreover, it is important to point out how production almost tripled the value of the initial situation and how the service level improved from 77% to more than 98%.

The level of stocks reduces by more than seven times as the manufacturing system has the capability to supply most of market demand in cluster 5, while in the initial situation the system has no capacity to meet demand. This occurs due to the increase of the performance rate of the supply chain processes as they almost double the output per time unit. In addition, the continuous increase of availability and quality rates from initial situation to
cluster 5 contribute to this effect of increasing the capacity for meeting market demand. All of these improvements imply the decrease of customer order lead time from 183 to 82 days.

Table 3. Simulation results for the high-demand scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Key Indicator</th>
<th>Simulation Models: Cumulative Improvements with the GUVEI-Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Initial Situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \sum ) Demand (# ( 10^3 ) products)</td>
<td>363,195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \sum ) Demand real (#10^3 products)</td>
<td>124,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( \sum ) Production (#products)</td>
<td>105,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Availability rate (%)</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Performance rate (%)</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Quality rate (%)</td>
<td>85.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( \sum ) Stocks (# ( 10^6 ) products)</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Capacity level (# thous. products)</td>
<td>210.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Implementation time (weeks)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Labor productivity (tons/empl. × day)</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) WIP stock (Mio. tons)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Production lead time (# weeks)</td>
<td>183.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Cumulated service level (%)</td>
<td>77.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>( \sum ) Sales (million euros)</td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>( \sum ) Operational costs (million euros)</td>
<td>2544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>( \sum ) Profits (million euros)</td>
<td>-1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>( \sum ) Investment (million euros)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Return on investment (ROI) (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, it can be observed how at the beginning the organization was not making any profits, with a loss of \(-1893\) million euros and how in each step it improves continuously, being positive only after cluster 3 and later. Following this development, the contribution of the different clusters’ implementation on service and economic goals can be analyzed. In this context, clusters 1 and 2 provide higher ROI than later steps, however these are not enough to make profits. Therefore, it is required to invest at least in cluster 3 with an investment value of 600 million euros to be above zero, although the cumulative ROI decreases but the net balance is 1866. Finally, with all five clusters implemented, the ROI of all clusters is 3.3 and the profits achieved is 2775 million euros.

Table 4 shows how the results improved from the initial situation to the implementation of cluster 5, as they are cumulative implementation steps. From the development, the availability rates change from almost 50% in the initial situation to more than 90% in the cluster 5. Moreover, it is important to point out how production almost tripled the value of the initial situation and how the service level improved from 80% to more than 96%. Furthermore, it can be observed how the indicators present the same trend as in the previous scenario.

Table 4. Simulation results for the low-demand scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Key Indicator</th>
<th>Simulation Models: Cumulative Improvements with the GUVEI-Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Initial Situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \sum ) Demand (# ( 10^3 ) products)</td>
<td>308,738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \sum ) Demand real (#10^3 products)</td>
<td>124,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( \sum ) Production (#products)</td>
<td>105,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Availability rate (%)</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Performance rate (%)</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Quality rate (%)</td>
<td>85.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( \sum ) Stocks (# ( 10^6 ) products)</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( \bar{O} ) Capacity level (# thous. products)</td>
<td>210.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Discussion

The conceptual model for the integration of Industry 4.0 technologies with relevant improvement strategies supports managers in their decision-making processes when considering Industry 4.0 projects in relation to the improvement strategies. Managers should not limit their optimization strategies to new technologies, but should consider the other improvement strategies that are available. Furthermore, the optimization should not be done in an improper sequence as this would lead to inefficiency and non-successful project deployment. Therefore, by following the integration model, it would enable the discarding of cases, such as the development of a virtual process, e.g., a digital twin model of the manufacturing process and related production planning and control, when the process and the methods are not properly defined and controlled after the application of lean manufacturing and Six Sigma.

Moreover, the model results show substantial advantages for road-map development as the simulation model allows to quantify the effects of the various use cases and the conceptual model shows how in order to become virtual there are necessary steps, i.e., the obtaining and using of the data steps of the GUVEI-Model that act as enablers for the last three steps of the model. As a result, the main performance increase in the study occurs for the use cases when they become virtual, and based on this, the expansion and improvement of these cases. However, in order to be able to reach this great optimization in relevant indicators, monitoring and collecting all data related to the manufacturing organization is needed, as well as turning this data into usable information for analysis and interpretation. If the two first steps of the GUVEI-Model are not properly completed, the outcomes as virtual models would not be complete and, therefore, it would not lead to a significant improvement. As this challenge has been analyzed for decades, it is necessary to improve these two steps iteratively, i.e., monitoring and gathering data and treating these data in order to overcome the barrier of not reaching the expected results of new technologies.

Based on the research performed, Figure 8 depicts how improvement projects have to be defined in a way that is aligned with organizational goals and the areas influencing these targets. Therefore, the model and results developed in the paper show that managers need to declare clear goals, and have a good knowledge of their organizational capabilities and of the future functionalities that will be needed to reach their targets. For this purpose, managerial positions require processes of mapping for organizational, technical, and staffing factors, as well as a maturity model to monitor and develop their organizations. On this basis an assessment of current capabilities and their classification according to a maturity index model can be performed. Therefore, Figure 8 provides a framework for managers to apply and obtain the benefits of the conceptual and simulation models developed in this research. These first two steps would be to define the current status assessment of the manufacturing organization while also stating the goals. Later, based on the current maturity level for certain functions and the targets defined, the areas with
gaps for reaching the target levels can be derived. With an identified gap and related strategic decision-making, a strategic program can be established. After this step, a top-down approach for the definition of improvement project initiatives can be initiated and validated for greenfield future factories. However, brownfield companies also have ongoing improvement and Industry 4.0 related projects. Therefore, in a certain rolling period, it is necessary to assess how these running projects contribute to organizational targets and if they should be stopped, changed, postponed, or if they should continue their established planning process. For this kind of decision-making, it is key to assess if the strategic roadmap and the on-going projects match the needs of the organization in order to reach the organizational capabilities that enable a company to achieve its goals. In this context, the optimization model developed provides a framework for the identification of weak areas, the determination of suitable steps for their improvement and an evaluation scheme for project initiation. Managers can develop a digital twin model for the continuous monitoring of organizational maturity levels, enabling the assisted identification of functional gaps and deviations, as well as the automated simulation of alternatives for improvement. In this context, an important step when considering the project decision-making, as well as its successful implementation, and latter sustainable application is the human factor role. Finally, resources constraints, i.e., staff, time, money, etc., should be considered when developing the improvement project’s final roadmap.

![Figure 8. Digital twin manufacturing model for dynamic maturity level assessment and for simulating project improvement impacts (own elaboration).](image)

7. Conclusions

Based on the research performed, it was concluded that there is a need to study the improvement techniques that exists before the fourth industrial revolution can be integrated with new technologies. As a result, the study provides managers with a model for monitoring the current state of the manufacturing organization, as well as for the identification and evaluation of optimization alternatives for the development of improvement roadmaps. Therefore, managers are provided with a framework to rethink their optimization strategies by orientating their decision-making on the organizational targets. However, before implementing an improvement, the area requiring an optimization should be first identified. For that purpose, a maturity level model is generated to be assessed by dynamically knowing in each moment the status of organizational functionalities or capabilities. Later, for knowing what to do for fulfilling the need discovered from the maturity model, relevant optimization alternatives from improvement strategies and Industry 4.0 were analyzed providing an overview of best-available strategies and technologies that can enhance the manufacturing system. On this basis, the integration model between improvement strategies and new
technologies was designed. By developing the integration model, a five-step approach called “GUVEI”-Model was generated, describing the generic steps to be tackled to achieve a fully digitalized company in the fourth industrial revolution and serving as a framework model for sustainable and continuous improvement.

Finally, to prove the utility of the conceptual a model, a simulation model was developed for the five steps of the GUVEI-Model, providing dynamic assessments. The results of the use cases show how the five steps of the GUVEI-Model provide cumulative improvements in the main relevant indicators. For instance, for the high demand scenario, the manufacturing organization, after having implemented the five steps, is able to supply three times the demand with also three times the labor productivity of the initial situation. Moreover, stock levels reduced by seven times while service levels change from 77% to more than 98%. All of this enabled an increase of almost ten times in sales leading the profit figure transformation from almost a loss of 2000 to a profit near to 3000 million euros with an aggregated ROI above all investments of the five steps of around 3%. The main turning point in the performance and economic indicators occurred after the third step, i.e., becoming virtual, while the first two steps of obtaining and using data, acted as enablers. Therefore, in practice, the development of dynamic maturity assessment in a digital twin model can provide significant advantages for manufacturing companies as they can have assisted decision-making support and constant guidance of what to improve on based on predefined criteria, as well as how to measure the impacts as the use cases have shown.

Limitations and therefore, future research areas, are around how to apply this in real organizations, as well as how to develop the maturity model for different industries. As the current set-up is a generic approach, future research should focus on how to develop the model for specific use cases in particular industrial sectors and processes. Furthermore, there is a gap in the implementation of all levels, areas and factors in a digital twin model with simulation and artificial intelligence capabilities. In addition, the development of the automatic maturity assessment of each function within any manufacturing organization is a limitation and a potential future research area.

To summarize, the research work shows the potential benefits of the conceptual model for optimization. As a result, the proposed methodology provides a useful tool for organizations and managers to sustainably develop roadmaps based on improvement strategies and new technologies.
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